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Abst ract: We present semiclassicaI density variational cal
culations for highly excited nuclear systems. We employ the 
newly derived functionals TT[f7 and C[fj of the extended Thomas-
Fermi (ETF) model, generalized to finite temperatures. Excel
lent agreement is reached with Hartree-Fock (HF) results. We 
also calculated the fiss 
the nuclear temperature. 

240 also calculated the fission barrier of Pu as a function of 

SemiclassicaI calculations using density functionals have 
1 ) 

successfully been applied in many branches of physics . In 
particular in nuclear physics, the ETF model in connection with 
Skyrme type effective forces gives excellent average ground-
state properties and deformation energies of nuclei; it also 
allows to analyze the phenomenologicaI liquid drop model or the 
droplet model relations ' . In order to obtain good average 
energies and density profiles in variational calculations, it 
was shown that the 4th-order gradient corrections to the kin
etic energy density f unct i ona I X\.P1 are important. 

Applications of such calculations to nuclear systems at fin
ite temperatures have so far only been done under neglection of 
the temperature dependence of the gradient corrections. Either 
one used simply the TF functionals of tCj^and the entropy den-
sity tf\._fj without gradient terms at all , or the so-called 
"low-temperature expansion" ' , or a hybrid functional (pro
posed in ref. ) including the exact finite-T TF expressions 
plus the "cold" gradient corrections (i.e. the ones from T=0) 
t o T l f l 7 ' 8 ) . 

Recently we have derived ' the ETF functionals X[?"l and 
C [ P ] consistently up to second order, including the temperature 
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dependent coefficients of the gradient corrections. In contrast 
to the T=0 case, where one meets the well-known turning-point 
problem, the functionals for T>0 are rigorously valid and their 
coefficients are analytical everywhere in space. They are of 
the form (see r e f 9 ) f o r the d e t a i I s ) 

-• »"»-
( * f ) t T 6TpLf i - t - r p i f i * y ( T , f ^ - 7 - ^A 

e-T E T F Lfl - o-T»lf l * v>(T l f )^ f , 

( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

4 ) where the first terms are the familiar TF expressions ; the 
coefficients y and V of the Weizsâcker like gradient correc
tions are universal functions of T and P . In the limit T — » 0 , 
the coefficient v» goes to zero as it should; the coefficient 
y, however, goes to 1/36 inside and to 1/12 outside the clas
sically allowed region. The functional f L.P3 is thus not analyt
ical for T = 0, contrary to what has generally been believed until 
now (see e.g. refs. ) . 

Eqs. (1),(2) hold for a local potential; corrections due to 
effective nucléon masses and spin-orbit potentials have also 

9) been derived . The 4th order terms would be too cumbersome to 
work out by hand at T >0; in the calculations reported below, 
we simply added the correction "ty,[p} of the T = D case 

In the following we present tests of the new functionals in 
208 density variational calculations for the nucleus Pb at T ^ O . 

We proceeded as in ref. , i.e. using Fermi function like trial 
nucléon densities and determining their parameters by a minimi
zation of the total free energy. We used the Skyrme force S111 
which has been employed in HF calculations at T ? 0 some time 

11 ) 
ago . Figure 1 shows the entropy S versus the excitation en
ergy E* = E(T) - E(0) (shifted by the T=0 shell-correction en
ergy A E 0 which is "-19 MeV in the HF case and zero in the TETF 
model, according to the asymptotic law S ~ 2/a(E*+4E 0); a is 
the level density parameter). The agreement between the variat
ional TETF and the HF results is seen to be perfect above the 
critical excitation energy E* -» 110 MeV (corresponding to T •* 
2.5 MeV) where the shell effects are washed out. 

Fig. 1 also shows the result obtained in the low-T expansion 
(using the correct titpl and t vC f 3 ) which is formally obtained 
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in the limit T « 7 t - V(r). Although this limit is reached in 

the nuclear interiour even at fairly large excitat ions, it is 

never fulfilled in the nuclear surface near and beyond the 

classical truning point. The bad result obtained with the low-

T functional (corresponding to a level density parameter "25% 

too high compared to HF) is thus not surprising (see also Fig. 

3 be low) . 
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In Figure 2 we compare the neutron and proton r.m.s. radii 

obtained in the two approaches. Again the agreement is excel

lent; the differences between TETF and HF radii are everywhere 

smaller than 2 permilles. (Note the large scale for the radii!) 

The range of excitation energies displayed in Figs. 1 and 2 

is that for which the nucléon evaporation, i.e. the formation 

of an external nucléon gas, can be practically neglected . 

We have thus demonstrated that the variational ETF approach, 

using the T dependent functionals and trial nucléon densities, 

is an excellent substitute for the much more costly HF method, 

in oa ticuLar at T £ 2 . 5 MeV where there are no more shell ef-
12) 

fects. This is in contrast to the findings of ref. , where 

the TF - Euler equations at T > 0 were solved numerically. The 

quality of the trial density variational approach can, in fact, 

not be tested at the TF level, since the TF functionals are so 
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bad in the nuclear surface that they ask for rather unphysical 

solutions; a failure which is well-known in the T=0 case 

The advantages of the variational TETF method will be par

ticularly gratifying in calculations of the hot density of sta

tes, where condensed nuclear matter and a nucléon gas are in 

equilibrium/, such as it plays a significant role in the collapse 

of massive stars. The problem of correctly including the con

tinuum states, which one meets in the HF method, is completely 

circumvented in the TETF method where one only deals with den

sity functions. Liquid drop model parameters pertinent to this 

situation have been recently calculated ; further applications 

in this direction wich the new TETF functionaIs are in progress. 

As a further application we present in Figure 3 the height 

of the average fission barrier of 240 Pu as a function of tem

perature. The variational calculation using deformed Fermi like 

nucléon densities was performed as described in ref. , using 

tne new TETF functionals. The barrier is seen to disappear at a 

critical temperature of 4 - 4.5 MeV. This is much higher than 

the critical temperature 

obtained in the low-T ex-

6) _. 

pansion . The correspon

ding variational results 

are also shown in Fig. 3; 

they are seen to drastic

ally overestimate the tem

perature effect on the 

barrier height. The error 

gets even larger if the 

quadratic behaviour of the 

low-T result near T=0 is 

extrapolated, as it was 

done in ref. 

U (MeV) 
Note that the barrier 

H g . 3 height shown in l-'ig. 3 

does not contain the shell 

effects. Since these disappear at T £ 2 . 5 MeV, this d o e s , howev

er, not affect the conclusion about the critical temperature 

at which the barrier disappears. The Skyrme force used here is 
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the "modified SkM" or SkM* force of ref. 13) 

In conclusion we can say that tiie low-T expansion does not 
work for finite nuclei. For all our results, the gradient cor
rections "tttfO and <TulpJ including their T dependent coef
ficients play an essential role. Similar conclusions can also 
be expected for applications to heavy ion physics (e.g. for the 
temperature dependence of h.i. interaction potentials). 

The use of the ETF codes worked out in collaboration with 
C.Guet and H.-B. Hakansson and stimulating discussions with 
J.Bartel and C.Guet are gratefully acknowledged. 
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